Xray-Test Modeller integration
Align and track in-sprint tests with Xray and Test Modeller.
Stop losing time on slow and manual test case creation.
Reduce endless test volume with an automated
and systematic approach to test creation.
Update tests based on the latest impacts of change,
and release rapidly changing systems in short iterations.

The Xray-Test Modeller integration generates and
maintains optimized test cases, scripts and data
from quick-to-build flowcharts, targeting testing
to find bugs while they are fast and easy to fix.
Pushing the optimized tests to Xray ensures that every team
knows what tests need to be run and when, and provides
full visibility across the software testing life cycle.

“To release rapidly changing systems in short sprints,
testing must be fast, targeted, and reactive to change.”
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The Benefits
Avoid the bugs and rework created by miscommunication,
and allow business analysts, developers and testers to
collaborate seamlessly with visual flowcharts

Generate the smallest set of Xray test cases based on time
and risk, and uncover costly bugs before they create
substantial rework
Avoid scripting bottlenecks and generate test scripts by reusing
bespoke code from test automation frameworks

Integrate and equip tests with accurate data as they are
generated and run and avoid losing time on finding, making,
and searching for complex test data
Minimize test maintenance time with central flowcharts - hit “generate” and easily create up-to-date sets of in-sprint tests

About Xray
Xray is the leading Quality Assurance and Test Management app for Jira. It’s a full-featured
tool that lives inside and seamlessly integrates with Jira.
Xray supports both manual and automated tests and provides powerful reports to ensure
full requirements coverage that improve the quality of your systems through effective
and efficient testing.
Xray is a mission-critical tool at over 5,000 companies in 70+ countries,
including 137 of the Global 500.
For more information www.getxray.app | mail@getxray.app

